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Working Smarter

ISPF V5 Potpourri

I have a theory about major software
products that goes something like this:

At least once in a product’s lifetime, it
undergoes a massive structural change that
causes a lot of grief for any business that
invests heavily in the software. Then,
once the pain and suffering of conversion
and adjustment have passed, future
changes to the product are far easier to
absorb and implement.

With COBOL, the sea change was the
jump between COBOL-74 and COBOL-85
(COBOL II). With CA-IDMS, it was the
complete internals rewrite between Release
10 and Release 12. In the case of ISPF, it
was the slew of changes both in appearance
and function, which ISPF V4 introduced.

Between September 1997 and October
1998, I wrote a series of monthly columns
that attempted to explain all of the many
changes to ISPF under Version 4.

Now, ISPF has moved on to Version 5
(V5). In keeping with the second part of my
theory, recent changes to ISPF are much
smaller in scope and are more in the area of
incremental improvements, corrections and
enhancements. Now that the V4 changes
are drifting into history, what is IBM pro-
viding its ISPF customers in Version 5?

I must confess that I have been away
from major mainframe development for a
while and have only recently seen some of
the newer ISPF releases. This basis for this
month’s column is a machine running
OS/390 V2R10 with a “ZENVIR” stamp of
“ISPF 5.0MVS TSO”. Even these releases
are becoming a bit stale.

HORIZONTAL SCROLLING AT
MEMBER LISTS

ISPF V4 introduced the Enhanced
Member List (EML). Typically, most ISPF

users first saw such a member list at the
DSLIST utility (ISPF 3.4). Visually, the big
difference with an EML is that the line-
command area is 10 bytes long.

Due to the longer line-command area,
some STATS columns in the display no
longer appear. Now, ISPF V5 corrects this
oversight with statistic areas that are left- and
right-(horizontally) scrollable. Either PF10
or PF11 will cause the member statistic
columns to toggle left or right.

For RECFM=FB types of PDS datasets
(most source code), the Size and ID
columns stay in a fixed location. Size (num-
ber of lines in the member) remains fixed in
the left-most column while ID (the TSO-id
of the user who either added or last changed
the member) appears in the right-most
column. The columns that toggle are
Created/Changed in conjunction with
Init/Mod/VV.MM. These last three are the
initial number of lines the member contained
when created, the current modification level
and the Version/Modification level stamp.

For RECFM=U types of PDS datasets
(load libraries), the only fixed column is
Alias-of. PF10 or PF11 will toggle in either:
Size/TTR/AC/AM/RM or Attributes/SSI.

Figures 1 and 2 provide an explanation
of the meaning of these load-library only
column names.

REFRESH AT MEMBER LISTS

This is a natural and pleasing addition to
ISPF. I have grown accustomed to working
in Enhanced Member Lists and love them
for their “one-stop shopping” convenience.
Many times, I will keep an Enhanced
Member List open all day long, issuing
SUBMIT as a line command, browsing,
editing, renaming, deleting, and adding new
members to my heart’s content.

After a while, the member list starts look-
ing cluttered: Newly added members do not
appear in the list (unless they are explicitly
selected from the Command line).
Renamed members still appear in the list
with their old name, and the Prompt area of
the screen (which doubles as the place to
enter the new name for the rename func-
tion) can become confusing after you have
selected the same member many times with
different line-commands. There has long
been a RESET (RES) command to clean up
the appearance of member lists but never a
REFRESH (REF).

Now there is, and it works just as you
might expect it to. Issuing REF from a
member list (either the old style or
enhanced) causes the member list to look as
though you exited and came back in (the
prior work-around).

Once REFRESH is issued, all deleted
members will no longer appear in the list,
renamed members will appear with their
new name, newly added members will be
present and any Prompt column clutter
(*Edited, *No Data, etc.) will all be gone.

This is nice and easy. I like it.

EDIT SETTINGS

The ISPF Editor includes a new item on
the Action Bar: Edit Settings. Selecting it will
display a pop-up that provides for a number
of settings that the edit user can customize.
Do not confuse this with edit profile settings.
There is also a Command line method of acti-
vating the Edit Settings pop-up. This is the
EDSET primary command. This dual
method of invocation — Action Bar or
Command — is similar to the DSLIST utili-
ty (Option 3.4), which allows you to choose
either a setting off the Options drop-down, or
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the use of the DSLSET command from with-
in the utility.

In the case of Edit Settings, the EDSET
command could potentially be more useful due
to the fact that one of the choices on the Edit
Settings pop-up is to turn off the Action Bar
from within edit. Without an Action Bar, how
else would you invoke the Edit Settings pop-
up?

I will leave it to curious readers to inves-
tigate the various Edit Settings. One thing
that I noticed is that there is an “Apply
Immediately” selection for some of the set-
tings. This is similar to the “Apply” button
that is common in graphical environments.

CONCLUSION

As I stated earlier, these changes are not
going to rate the kind of chatter and contro-
versy that the original CUA look-and-feel
changes of ISPF V4 generated back in
1997-1998. They are much more subdued
and incremental, but useful still the same.
That is what it’s all about — providing
working technicians with increasingly bet-
ter tools, commands and utilities to get their
work done quicker and more accurately.
Work smarter, not harder.  
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The following tables contain explanations of the columnar values displayed when viewing a load library PDS under ISPF.
These values are inserted into the directory entry for the member by the program known as the binder (also known as
the linkage editor).

FIGURE 1: EXPLANATIONS OF THE COLUMNAR VALUES DISPLAYED
WHEN VIEWING A LOAD LIBRARY PDS UNDER ISPF 

Column Heading What it means 
Alias-of An alternate name for an existing member 
Size The size, in hexadecimal, of a load module  
TTR TT=Track, R=Record ñ The actual track address of a member 
AC Authorization Code ñ Applies only if PDS is APF authorized 
AM Addressing Mode (ìAMODEî) of the load module 
RM Residency Mode (ìRMODEî) of the load mod ule 
Attributes Various attributes of the load module (See Figure 2 for details) 
SSI System Status Index ñ A 4-byte word reserved for system information 

With regard to the first three attributes, consider the following paragraph that appears in the DFSMS/MVS Program
Management BookManager documentation: 

The binder only stores the attribute in the directory entry. It does not check whether the module is actually re-enterable
or serially reusable. If the module is incorrectly marked as re-enterable or reusable, execution results are unpredictable;
for example, a protection exception might occur or the program might use another task’s data.

FIGURE 2: A TABLE OF THE MOST COMMON VALUES THAT
APPEAR IN THE ATTRIBUTE AREA OF A LOAD LIBRARY PDS 

RN Reentrant ñ Program can be shared concurrently between multiple tasks  
RU Reusable ñ Program can be serially shared (single-threaded) between tasks 
RF Refreshable ñ Implies that module is also reentrant and reusable 
NX Non-executable ñ Will result in an abend if execution attempted 
DATA Only Loadable ñ non-executables that cannot be used with LINK, XCTL or ATTACH 
OVLY In an Overlay structure ñ Essentially obsolete, backward compatibility only 
TEST TSO TEST ñ Load module contains symbols to use with the TSO TEST command 
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